Introduction

Shaycoft (1970) illustrated an important problem that would be encountered if one applied the method of principal components to a specially constructed correlation matrix. That data set consisted of 10 variables of interest (from Project Talent) combined with 4 random deviates. The 14 variable mixed set has been more completely described elsewhere (Dziuban and Harris, 1973). Shaycoft's (1970) varimax transformed pattern would have forced one to make an interpretation of random variables as the basis of a meaningful component. In their discussion of that matrix, Dziuban and Harris (1973) demonstrated that the common factor and image procedures would correctly alert the investigator to the random variables. Later Dziuban and Shirkey (1974A, 1974B) and Dziuban, Shirkey, and Peeples (1975) explored other procedures for identifying those suspect variates.

The question may arise, however, with the principal components solution as to whether transformational techniques other than normal varimax would result in an acceptable solution, i.e., the random deviates exhibiting essentially zero pattern coefficients. Since there are those (Velicer, 1977) who feel that factor analysis, image analysis, and principal components will yield similar results when applied to common data sets, it was sought in this study to determine whether or not an acceptable solution might be derived through the use of principal components. Specifically, several blind rotational schemes were applied to the Shaycoft (1970) data in an attempt to eliminate the random numbers from the pattern matrix. It has been common practice (Hakstian, 1971 and Hakstian and Abell, 1974) to apply several rotational schemes to the same data. To recap, we know that the principal components solution is wrong. An attempt was made through orthogonal and oblique transformation to make it correct.

Orthogonal Procedures

Quartimax. This method is often credited to Neuhaus and Wrigley (1954), but Carroll (1953), Saunders (1953), and Ferguson (1954) working independently arrived at identical techniques. The practical objective of the procedure is to minimize the complexity of each variable; that is, a variable should exhibit a substantial pattern coefficient on one factor and near zero values on all others.

Equimax. This is another of the often cited but rarely used methods of orthogonal transformation. Saunders (1962) sought to combine the varimax and quartimax procedures in an attempt to salvage the best features of each. He discovered the varimax method involved the essential terms of quartimax plus some additional ones. Essential to both computational procedures was a value $K$. Saunders found that a wide range of acceptable solutions could be derived with changing values of $K$ once it exceeded some minimum value.

Oblique Procedures

Direct Oblimin. The direct oblimin procedure was designed in part by Jennrich and Sampson (1966) to avoid working with reference axes in favor of the primary pattern coefficients. The procedure seeks a simple structure solution by minimizing a function of the primary pattern coefficients.

Promax. Hendrickson and White (1964) devised a method of procrustean application in the blind transformation circumstance. In the promax method, a preliminary orthogonal solution, usually varimax, is transformed to an oblique solution through a least squares fit to a target matrix in which the elements are those of the original matrix raised to some power greater than one with the signs of the original coefficients being retained. Hendrickson and White (1964) began with the assumption that the original orthogonal solution was usually a fairly good approximation to the finally obtainable simple structure solution. By using the powered elements of the orthogonal solution as the basis of a target matrix for an unrestricted procrustean transformation, they
accentuated the division between the salient and nonsalient coefficients. Hendrickson and White (1964) recommended that the power to which the original coefficients be raised should be either two or four.

Harris-Kaiser Orthoblique

In the general Harris-Kaiser (1964) orthoblique method, the primary pattern matrix \( P \) is obtained by:

\[
P = WQL_cTD
\]

Harris and Kaiser (1964) identified two special cases. In the general formulation:

\[ C = 0 \quad \text{The independent cluster solution} \]

\[ C = .5 \quad PP \text{ proportional to } \phi \text{ the factor correlation matrix} \]

As \( C \) increases to 1, the solution approaches orthogonality. Best results are usually obtained for factorially simple data with \( C = 0 \) and with more complex data \( C = 1 \) usually yields the best results.

Results

The original Shaycoft correlation matrix may be found in Dziuban and Harris (1973). All the correlations among the 10 tests of interest and random deviates were zero to the first place as they were among the random deviates. The normal varimax solution (Dziuban and Harris, 1973) is not reported here but failed to produce an acceptable solution.

The results of the quartimax and equimax solutions are presented in Table 1. It may be observed that both transformational techniques yielded virtually identical results. The first components were dominated by the Project Talent variables while the second components were associated with random variates 11 and 14. The third components were most highly correlated with random variables 12 and 13.

The results of the oblique procedures are presented in Table 2.
It may be readily observed that all of the solutions yielded virtually identical results which were, in turn, highly similar to the orthogonal solutions—the one general and two random components. All component correlation matrices revealed the components to be, in fact, orthogonal.

Discussion

We have provided a demonstration of several "blind" orthogonal and oblique transformations to a specially mixed set of variables. In the initial solution presented by Shaycoft (1970)—principal components with varimax little jiffy—something very understandable occurred. The first component was put through the centroid of the 10 Project Talent variables. The random variables which were independent of the Talent set are orthogonally located with respect to them. Consequently, the second component, which must be uncorrelated with the first, is put through random variables 11 and 14. The third orthogonal component is positioned through variables 12 and 13. These results are to be expected because of the nature of the principal component solution. It is a procedure for deriving uncorrelated variables within the variable space. The procedure is not common factor analysis. Therefore, the random variables, for which no uniqueness has been taken into account, command a salient position on the components. None of the transformational techniques, orthogonal or oblique, placed the components in close proximity since they are, in fact, positioned orthogonally with respect to each other.
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